
GET ON THE PATH 
TO SUSTAINABILITY 

Empowering your buildings to contribute more to 
your business continuity and corporate reputation 
by increasing positive convergence between 
the natural and built environments and the 
experience of the people who occupy them.

Honeywell Sustainability Suite



For some, the vision around enterprise sustainability might be crystal-clear; whereas others 
are taking their time to explore and detail a long-term integrated sustainability plan.

Whichever your situation, Honeywell makes your progression throughout the sustainability 
journey visible and easy to accomplish, offering solutions to manage energy demand, drive 
business continuity and effectively leverage often limited funding sources while achieving 
compliance and working towards meeting Environment, Social, Governance (ESG) goals. 

OUTCOME-BASED OPPORTUNITIES 
TO MAKE YOUR OPERATIONS MORE 
SUSTAINABLE 

WE HAVE YOU COVERED 360⁰ SUSTAINABILITY FROM A2Z  
(AUDIT TO NET-ZERO) 

EFFICIENCY 
Demand | Consumption Reduction

Asset replacement or upgrade, connectivity 
and control will increase resource optimization, 
decarbonization and positive performance

RESILIENCY 
Operational Disruption Mitigation

Energy flexibility plus safety and security 
to thwart intrusion and respond to 
anomalies, outages or disasters

ACCOUNTABILITY 
Compliance | Commitment Maximization

Execute ESG effectively with actionable 
insight necessary to align stakeholder 
materiality with Board and C-Suite priorities

COST RISK REPUTATION

* Available through the Honeywell Partnership Ecosystem

Honeywell has helped 
Volkswagen achieve significant 
energy savings of 41% per year 
at The Autostadt. 

Monitor and measure performance trends against your sustainability 
targets and ensure regulatory compliance while you deliver on 
ESG commitments with real-time access to actionable data 
and AI-driven insights for your entire global portfolio. 

The Honeywell Sustainability Suite’s combination of software systems 
and services with efficiency or resilience projects and low-impact 
products allow for integrated, impactful and immediate results. 

EFFICIENCY

RESILIENCY

ACCOUNTABILITY

Energy & Water 
Conservation and Facility 
Improvement Measures* 

Energy Audit

Energy Management 
Services 

Renewable Energy Generation 
Back-up & Battery Storage and 
Advanced Power Management*

Security and Situational Awareness 
Solutions and Monitoring Services 

Legacy Solutions and 
Competency Management 

Disaster Response 
Management 

Energy Optimization and 
Predictive Maintenance

Fleet Sustainability* 
Electrification and Smart Mobility

(E)nvironment
net-Zero & Circularity

(S)ocial 
PPE

(G)overnance 
Real-Time 

Dashboard



Honeywell has completed 
approximately 6,000 
guaranteed efficiency 
projects. Combined, 
this work will decrease 
customers’ energy and 
operating costs by an 
estimated $6 billion

HVAC 
OPTIMIZATION 
AND RETROFIT

WATER RECLAMATION 
& CONSERVATION 
MEASURES

OT 
CYBERSECURITY 
PROTECTION 

ENERGY 
BACKUP AND 
BATTERY 
STORAGE 

SMART 
BUILDING 
CONTROLS

HEALTH AND 
SAFETY

WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

ELECTRIC 
VEHICLE 
CHARGING 

OCCUPANT 
EXPERIENCE 

BUILDING 
ENVELOPE AND 
CAPITAL UPGRADES 

SOLAR AND OTHER 
RENEWABLE ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS

MULTILEVEL 
SECURITY

DEMAND 
RESPONSE 
AND 
DISTRIBUTED 
GENERATION

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
BOILERS AND 
CHILLERS

SMART 
LIGHTING

Energy is integral to a successful sustainability 
strategy; the two are inextricably linked. Some see 
energy strictly as an unavoidable cost, while others 
see it as a flexible resource to balance fluctuations 
or improve occupant experience. With integrated 
solutions to make your buildings smart, connected and 
easily controlled remotely, Honeywell ensures you are 
taking every opportunity to drive efficiency, resiliency 
and accountability from roadside to rooftop across 
your site and throughout your real estate portfolio.

BECOME SUSTAINABLE
INSIDE AND OUT

24/7 MANAGED SERVICES
Take the guesswork out of building 
management and hit your 
performance and sustainability 
goals with round the clock remote 
oversight from our technical 
resource and efficiency experts. 

AI-DRIVEN ANALYTICS 
A combination of artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, seasoned industry 
engineers and certified experts 
converge to provide validated insights 
and actions for proactive remediation 
to ensure your facility is optimized and 
aligned to accountability priorities.

FLEXIBLE FINANCING
Energy-as-a-Service, CAPEX, OPEX, 
performance contracting, off balance 
sheet financing, & incentive funds. 
Money is no longer a reason to delay 
the sustainability improvements you 
can benefit from immediately today.

UPGRADE, IMPROVEMENT, AND IMPACT MEASURES



END TO END SOLUTIONS
FOR CUSTOMERS 
AROUND THE WORLD
We have implemented innovation and impact projects for our global customers, 
from single building solutions to portfolio wide projects delivering outcome 
based opportunities to make operations more sustainable, efficient & resilient. 
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With the Honeywell as your partner, we can help you take the 
first step to get your organization on the path to sustainability.

Portfolio wide 
global energy 
assesment

Impact alignment 
to compliance 
and targets

Fullspectrum 
project scoping 
and gap analysis1 2 3

Impact simulation 
and pay-back 
modeling

Project expertise 
& execution 
deployment

Assurance 
through 24/7 
managed services4 5 6

FAST-TRACK YOUR
SUSTAINABILITY JOURNEY

MAJOR RETAIL CHAIN
By monitoring and controlling energy 
in 300+ stores across Mexico, 
Honeywell has helped a major retail 
chain save 28.66% (-1,339 MkWh) 
up to $18.3M USD in the last 10 
years.

FDA RESEARCH CENTER
99.999% uptime power and business 
continuity with smart grid island mode 
despite 70 external related threats 
over 4 years.

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
Honeywell has helped the Sydney 
Opera House reach their goal of 
reducing water consumption by 30% 
through improved monitoring. 

Talk with one of our experts to 
arrange an executive briefing.
buildings.honeywell.com


